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The reliability of neuroscientific measurements is critical to the
translation of neuroscientific advances into clinical applica-
tions. In recent years, researchers have uncovered substantial
limitations in the reliability of many neuroscience, social sci-
ence, and psychology findings. Shortcomings in the reliability
of scientific research have been prominently featured in both
scientific publications and the wider press (1,2). Unreliable
scientific findings can be identified by further research, but this
involves diverting efforts away from the truly promising
research directions. Unreliable or incorrect research results
can have long-lasting and pernicious effects on the state of
knowledge (3). These findings have subsequently galvanized
efforts into understanding the source of unreliable findings and
into addressing them, resulting in important changes to sci-
entific procedures that aim to ensure improved replicability.

This special issue of Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive
Neuroscience and Neuroimaging presents the state of the art
in a series of articles covering advances in our understanding
of reliability relevant to mental health neuroscience research.
The topics range from novel methodologies to a focus on
analytical and specific issues in particular settings. First,
Botvinik-Nezer and Wager (4) focus on reproducibility of neu-
roimaging, but their insights and lessons apply much more
broadly to the field.

They describe novel tools and practices to improve repro-
ducibility, i.e., the ability to identify the same set of results
using the same analysis methods on the same data. The fact
that this is frequently not possible is a major reminder of the
challenges ahead and points to the necessity of improving
reporting standards, code and data sharing practices, man-
agement of computing environments, and analytic flexibility.
They point to a novel form of “doing” science, the Psycho-
logical Science Accelerator, whereby a global network of lab-
oratories coordinates data collection for democratically
selected studies (5), and a novel form of “doing” analyses
involving diverse analytical approaches involving a multiverse
of analyses, i.e., examining whether a particular finding holds
up across multiple different analytical approaches.

Haines et al. (6) address a core issue in translational and
computational psychiatry: the challenges in establishing reli-
able correlates between mechanistic measurements of brain
and behavior, and measurements of symptoms or psycho-
pathology (7). Such associations are fundamental de-
terminants of the clinical validity of mechanistic assessments.
The authors provide a thorough yet delightfully concise
overview of the theoretical foundations of how noise (i.e.,
unreliability) in measurements affects translation. They iden-
tify a key culprit that is rarely appreciated—uncertainty in
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psychopathological measurements (as opposed to just the
mechanistic/brain measurement)—and describe in intuitive
detail how hierarchical and structural equation approaches
correctly, and therefore effectively, address such issues.
Zorowitz and Niv (8) complement the Haines et al. (6) dis-
cussion by identifying specific ways in which cognitive tasks
can be made more reliable. They provide easy-to-understand
reasons why some results might not be reliable. They also
offer useful tips for experiments and data analyses that future
researchers will find helpful, drawing on their vast experience.
Importantly, and reflecting many of the suggestions by
Botvinik-Nezer and Wager (4), both articles developed an
online R notebook for readers to experiment with.

Kwon et al. (9) extend this theoretical framework and
introduce the notion of Bayesian optimal adaptive design. In
short, the concept is about adjusting the experiment as it is
happening. For example, if we study how a person responds to
a sad face and we see halfway through the experiment that the
person classifies most faces as sad, we should explore faces
with stronger expressions of sadness. This adjustment is
based on the real-time data acquired during the experiment. In
principle, this adaptation can be done such that the maximal
information is extracted about the underlying quantity on every
trial. This is particularly important for translational settings in
which the long durations typical in preclinical laboratories are
not feasible.

Parmigiani et al. (10) discuss the combination of transcranial
magnetic stimulation with electroencephalography. This com-
bination is particularly promising because it potentially allows
for causal assessment of brain connectivity. Such a causal
assessment could confer substantial additional validity, but the
authors summarize important issues around reliable noise and
unreliable signals and provide an in-depth discussion of how to
address these issues.

Finally, Pezzoli et al. (11) consider the issue of reliability
specifically in developmental settings. Many similar issues
occur in treatment settings, where we study how brain func-
tions change over time and between different groups. Two big
challenges are distinguishing between effects due to practice
or those due to actual cognitive development, and dealing with
noise or random variations in the data. As outlined above, the
latter is critical for reliability, but in developmental settings this
can itself be expected to change and be a marker of cognitive
function, be it over short or longer timescales.

In conclusion, this special issue provides a comprehensive
exploration of the various aspects of ensuring reliable and
replicable results in applied neuroscience research. Although
the advances are numerous, multifaceted, and impressive,
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much work remains to be done. Indeed, the demands of both
time and effort in ensuring reliability are challenges for indi-
vidual researchers facing additional work and for funders and
policymakers who need to recognize and support this: Good
science comes at a cost, but robust results will yield better
outcomes sooner—it’s worth it.
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